Engineer cartoons

In addition to the archetypical mad scientist , there are fictional characters of scientists and
engineers who go above and beyond the regular demands of their professions to use their skills
and knowledge for the betterment of others, often at great personal risk. In this list of fictional
scientists and engineers , an annotated alphabetical overview is given of notable characters in
this category. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikimedia list article. This is a dynamic
list and may never be able to satisfy particular standards for completeness. You can help by
adding missing items with reliable sources. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Fictional professionals. Hypnotists Actors
Journalists. Actuaries Anthropologists Astronauts Geneticists Scientists and engineers.
Professors Librarians. Female detectives Police detectives Sci-fi and fantasy detectives Private
investigators Double agents Secret agents Spymasters. Chicken Run Wiki. Retrieved The New
York Times. Game Informer. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. May
Categories : Fictional engineers Fictional scientists Lists of fictional characters by occupation
Science fiction characters. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Dynamic lists Articles needing additional references from February All
articles needing additional references Articles to be expanded from May All articles to be
expanded Articles using small message boxes. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Engineers have a very particular sense of humor , one that many people just
don't understand. They joke about things like electricity and programming languages â€” and
nothing could be funnier. If you need some more material or just need to brighten up your day,
here are 25 of the best engineering jokes from across the web. Three engineers and three
mathematicians are on a train going to a conference. The mathematicians each bought a ticket.
The engineers have one between them. At which point the engineers slide the one ticket
through a ventilation slot and the conductor punches it. The mathematicians think this looks
like a good trick and decide to try it on the train ride back home. As the mathematicians board
the train they have one ticket between them. The engineers have no ticket! After a while, one of
the engineers says, "Here comes the conductor! A priest, a doctor, and an engineer were
waiting one morning for a particularly slow group of golfers. The engineer fumed, "What's with
those guys? We must have been waiting for fifteen minutes! The priest said, "Here comes the
green-keeper. Let's have a word with him. They're rather slow, aren't they? The green-keeper
replied, "Oh, yes. That's a group of blind firemen. They lost their sight saving our clubhouse
from a fire last year, so we always let them play for free anytime. The group fell silent for a
moment. The priest said, "That's so sad. I think I will say a special prayer for them tonight. I'm
going to contact my ophthalmologist colleague and see if there's anything he can do for them.
Source: Joshua Gohil via LinkedIn. An engineer, a statistician, and a physicist are out hunting.
They spot a buck, and each take turns to try and bag it. The physicist goes first. He pulls out his
lab book and quickly calculates the trajectory of the bullet, assuming it is a perfect sphere in a
vacuum. The engineer goes second. He pulls out his engineer's pad and book of projectile
assumptions. The bullet lands 20m passed the deer. Reaching the end of a job interview, the
Human Resources Manager asked the young engineer fresh out of university, "And what
starting salary were you looking for? Source: Engineering Humor. Three engineering students
were gathered together discussing the possible designers of the human body. Another said,
"No, it was an electrical engineer. The nervous system has many thousands of electrical
connections. The last one said, "No, actually it had to have been a civil engineer. Who else
would run a toxic waste pipeline through the recreational area? A Mathematician, an engineer,
and a physicist were traveling through Scotland when they saw a black sheep through the
window of the train. Source: Humorpedia. Source: Marymelodic via Reddit. Via Interesting
Engineering. One day, Einstein, Newton, and Pascal meet up and decide to play a game of "hide
and seek". Einstein volunteered to go first. As he counted, Pascal ran away scrambling to find a
great hiding place. Giddily, he squeezed into a crawl space sure that he would win this time as
this was his best hiding spot to date and Newton surely wouldn't find an equal. Newton, on the
other hand, stood right in front of Einstein, pulled out a piece of chalk, and drew a box on the
ground of roughly 1x1 meters. Once this was completed, he sat down neatly inside the box and
waited for Einstein to finish counting. Pascal loses! Source: Telionis via Reddit. Two antennas
got married â€” the wedding was lousy, but the reception was outstanding. Source: Reddit. An
introverted engineer looks at his shoes when he's talking to you, an extroverted engineer looks
at your shoes when he's talking to you. Source: Ky1e5 via Reddit. It will last 10 seconds, it has
two characters, it does not have a setting, it ends with a punchline. Hello, would you like to hear
a TCP joke? Source: Navin Kabra via Quora. Two mixing chambers are working in a factory, one
says to the other "You are so efficient! How do you do it? Source: DalePrescott via Reddit. One

of these things is not the other. A frozen pizza, a bachelor's degree in engineering, and a
doctorate in conceptual mathematics. Source: jrgwde via Reddit. Newton asked a group of
medical students, science students, management students, and engineering students the
question, "How can you write 4 in between 5? Source: Ranker. One to install the new bulb and
six to figure out what to do with the old one for the next 10, years. A mathematician, a physicist,
and an engineer are all given identical rubber balls and told to find the volume. They are given
anything they want to measure it and have all the time they need. The mathematician pulls out a
measuring tape and records the circumference. He then divides by two times pi to get the
radius, cubes that, multiplies by pi again, and then multiplies by four-thirds and thereby
calculates the volume. Source: Engineers Aspect. Source: Mantra via Reddit. There was an
engineer who had an exceptional gift for fixing all things mechanical. After serving his company
loyally for over 30 years , he happily retired. Several years later the company contacted him
regarding a seemingly impossible problem they were having with one of their multi-million
dollar machines. They had tried everything and everyone else to get the machine to work but to
no avail. In desperation, they called on the retired engineer who had solved so many of their
problems in the past. The engineer reluctantly took the challenge. He spent a day studying the
huge machine. Finally, at the end of the day, he marked a small "x" in chalk on a particular
component of the machine and said, "This is where your problem is. The part was replaced and
the machine worked perfectly again. They demanded an itemized accounting of his charges.
Source: Diamonddeyes18 via Reddit. By subscribing, you agree to our Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy. You may unsubscribe at any time. The conductor knocks on the door of the
lavatory and says "Ticket, please. The answer? A frozen pizza and an engineer can both feed a
family of 4. Follow Us on. Sponsored Stories. If you continue to use this site, you consent to our
use of cookies. Stay on top of the latest engineering news. Sign Up. Languages English. All
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View 1 - 10 results for engineer comic strips. Discover the best "Engineer" comics from Dilbert.
Tags engineer , evaluation , value , catch , fired , termination , engineering. View Transcript
Transcript Boss: The company makes me rank all of my employees. I put you last because
you're not an engineer. I have to fire whoever is ranked lowest, and I can't afford to lose any
engineers. Tina; What if I work harder, and do a great job? Boss: Then I'd fire you for not being
a team player. Tags intelligence , insult , Advice , logic , engineer , engineering. Alice: Start by
taking whatever kind of class makes you fifty percent smarter. Man: Then what? Alice: Then you
won't need to ask me what to do next. View Transcript Transcript dilbert: i took allergy meds
last night, and now i have brain fog. View Transcript Transcript boss: i'm promoting you to the
position of "master engineer. Tags therapy session , cloud , having meeting , tech talk , couch ,
shrink , avatar , engineer , engineering. View Transcript Transcript Dilbert: I was holding a
virtual meeting using the cloud and Therapist: you're already dead and you don't know it.
Dilbert: um Therapist: and yet your should had a meeting in a cloud. Dilbert: my people call it an
avatar. Tags engineers , honesty , viruses , honest opinions , causing problems , medical
records , engineer , classified as disease , vaccination , engineering. View Transcript Transcript
Dilbert says, "I can't stop voicing my honest opinions. It's causing problems at work. We
classify that as a disease now. You haven't had your pon farr vaccination. Tags cruelty ,
fraternization , friendship , new engineer , ginat dork , star wars chess set , email , set up date ,
romantic preference , relationships. View Transcript Transcript Carol: Have you met the new
engineer? He's a gigantic dork. You two would get along great. I'll email him to set up a date
with you. Is tomorrow good? Dilbert: Being a dork is not a romantic preference. Carol: He says
he'll bring his "Star Wars" chess set. Tags commerce , competition psychology , hate new
product , customers , fake revenue projections , engineer , stronger company , engineering.
View Transcript Transcript Dilbert: If consumers hate our new product, we will probably go out
of business. If they love our new product, a stronger company will enter the space and drive us
out of business. CEO: Tell the engineer to stop making me sad. Boss: I have some fake revenue
projections to cheer you up. Tags despair , meetings , six variables , 4 imbeciles , brilliant
engineer , complexity algorithm , rational deciosn , brilliant career. View Transcript Transcript
Dilbert: Okay, this next decision involves six variables, four imbeciles, and one brilliant
engineer. According to the Dogbert complexity algorithm, it is impossible to make a rational
decision in this situation. All in favor of giving up? Boss: I found out I'm a brilliant engineer.
Tags debates , discussion , researching every state , engineer , solemn duty , stamp out
ignorance , real thing , googled it , engineering. Dilbert: I can't. As an engineer, it is my solemn
duty to stamp out ignorance. Woman: That's not a real thing. Dilbert: See for yourself. I just
Googled it. Engineer Comic Strips Search. Something went wrong. We will take a look as soon
as we can. Tags engineer , evaluation , value , catch , fired , termination , engineering View
Transcript Transcript Boss: The company makes me rank all of my employees. Tags intelligence
, insult , Advice , logic , engineer , engineering View Transcript Transcript Man: What kinds of
classes should I take to become an engineer? Sunday January 19, Master Engineer. Friday April
01, Tags therapy session , cloud , having meeting , tech talk , couch , shrink , avatar , engineer ,
engineering View Transcript Transcript Dilbert: I was holding a virtual meeting using the cloud
and Tuesday January 11, Tags engineers , honesty , viruses , honest opinions , causing
problems , medical records , engineer , classified as disease , vaccination , engineering View
Transcript Transcript Dilbert says, "I can't stop voicing my honest opinions. Thursday July 14,
Tags cruelty , fraternization , friendship , new engineer , ginat dork , star wars chess set , email ,
set up date , romantic preference , relationships View Transcript Transcript Carol: Have you met
the new engineer? Saturday September 17, Tags commerce , competition psychology , hate new
product , customers , fake revenue projections , engineer , stronger company , engineering
View Transcript Transcript Dilbert: If consumers hate our new product, we will probably go out
of business. Thursday October 13, Tags despair , meetings , six variables , 4 imbeciles , brilliant
engineer , complexity algorithm , rational deciosn , brilliant career View Transcript Transcript
Dilbert: Okay, this next decision involves six variables, four imbeciles, and one brilliant
engineer. Friday October 14, Tags debates , discussion , researching every state , engineer ,
solemn duty , stamp out ignorance , real thing , googled it , engineering View Transcript
Transcript Woman: Please stop researching every statement I make. Top Dilbert Searches
marketing , project , cloud , catbert , leadership , budget , birthday , engineer , time sheet , sales
, wally , strategy , dogbert , powerpoint , project management , topper , leader , boss , change ,

meeting , data , management , mordac. She's backfiring through her carburetor. The tick
indicates transmission trouble, and the smoke means she's on fire. It'll be a symbol to the world
of our abundant way of life. You go if you want. It helps to remind us that we're part of a larger
community. Contact Information. Our Cartoons. Buying Cartoons. Useful Links. Mobile Apps.
Engineer cartoon 1 of Employees of the Month Artist: Kanin, Zachary. Search ID: CC Dislike this
cartoon? Engineer cartoon 2 of An old-time engineer enters the cockpit on a flight. Artist:
Wilson, Gahan. Search ID: PB Engineer cartoon 3 of Engineer cartoon 4 of Search ID: CX
Engineer cartoon 5 of Engineer cartoon 6 of Engineer cartoon 7 of Engineer cartoon 8 of The
gang at Chilson Engineering was committed to saving money Artist: McPherson, John. Search
ID: jmp Engineer cartoon 9 of Engineer cartoon 10 of Engineer cartoon 11 of Dean liked to pill
this stunt whenever he had a new partner. Engineer cartoon 12 of Engineer cartoon 13 of
Engineer cartoon 14 of Search ID: bven Engineer cartoon 15 of Engineer cartoon 16 of Engineer
cartoon 17 of When Engineers Crack. Artist: Gruhn, Mike. Search ID: mgrn Engineer cartoon 18
of Engineer cartoon 19 of Engineer cartoon 20 of Search ID: ggm Engineer cartoon 21 of
Engineer cartoon 22 of Engineer cartoon 23 of Engineer cartoon 24 of Search ID: tmcn Engineer
cartoon 25 of The big guy! And what kind of B. Tags: btu , b. View 1 - 10 results for engineering
comic strips. Discover the best "Engineering" comics from Dilbert. Tags engineers , hiring ,
negativity , personality tests , resumes , special algorithms , personality , stupidity , engineering
, psychology. View Transcript Transcript Catbert: No one looks at resumes anymore. Now we
use special algorithms to see where your personality fits in our culture. Man: That process
sounds like a steaming pile of stupidity that will beat itself to death in a few years. Catbert: I'll
start you in engineering. You'll fit right in. I'm updating our employee profiles. Where'd you go
to school? Tags engineering issues , enginner , not a linquist , vague requests , faith in
humanity. View Transcript Transcript Woman says, "Wally, can you review this for any
engineering issues? I'm not an engineer. You need to tell me what issues I'm looking for! I'm an
engineer, not a linguist. Tags writing , writing systems , press relese , vp of engineering ,
personal resons , speculate , bieber fever , write fiction. View Transcript Transcript Boss: Tina,
all I wanted you to say in the press release is that our VP of engineering is leaving for personal
reasons. You didn't need to speculate on the reasons. Let's lost the part about "Bieber Fever.
Tags customer survey data , marketing , design , engineering secret , business. View Transcript
Transcript The customer survey data is for marketing eyes only. How long will it take? Dilbert:
Thats an engineering secret. Tags business ethics , retail business , sales trip , dont talk ,
misleading impression , engineering support , after sale , bag of meat , lying bag of meat. View
Transcript Transcript Boss: I need you to come with me on a sales trip, but don't talk to the
customer. Your presence is needed to give a misleading impression of how much engineering
support we plan to offer after the sale. Dilbert: So I'm nothing but a bag of meat? Boss: No.
You're a lying bag of meat. Tags Dilbert , Dogbert , mysteries , china , great wall of china ,
armies , engineering , flop. View Transcript Transcript Dilbert and Dogbert sit outdoors. Dilbert
says, "And another of life's mysteries is, why do they call it the 'Great Wall of China? Kind of a
dismal flop from an engineering perspective. Tags Dilbert , engineering , newsletter , interesting
, pathos , human , drama , Dogbert , tissues. View Transcript Transcript Dilbert sits at his desk.
Dilbert thinks, "I've got to make the engineering newsletter more interesting. I better get some
tissues. Tags certification in puppetry , degree in engineering , diploma and bait shop ,
discrepancy , resume , ventriloquism. View Transcript Transcript Boss: One of our major
investors found a discrepancy on your resume. You claim to have a degree in engineering, but
in reality you have a certification in puppetry from a place called Evelyn's Diploma and Bait
Shop. Tags Dilbert , company , person , brains , department , body , engineering , snot. We in
marketing would be the 'brains. Engineering Comic Strips Search. Tuesday September 23,
Engineering. Something went wrong. We will take a look as soon as we can. Tags engineers ,
hiring , negativity , personality tests , resumes , special algorithms , personality , stupidity ,
engineering , psychology View Transcript Transcript Catbert: No one looks at resumes
anymore. View more books now. Saturday March 26, Sunday March 27, Tags engineering issues
, enginner , not a linquist , vague requests , faith in humanity View Transcript Transcript Woman
says, "Wally, can you review this for any engineering issues? Saturday June 04, Tags writing ,
writing systems , press relese , vp of engineering , personal resons , speculate , bieber fever ,
write fiction View Transcript Transcript Boss: Tina, all I wanted you to say in the press release is
that our VP of engineering is leaving for personal reasons. Saturday July 16, Tags customer
survey data , marketing , design , engineering secret , business View Transcript Transcript The
customer survey data is for marketing eyes only. Saturday December 24, Tags business ethics ,
retail business , sales trip , dont talk , misleading impression , engineering support , after sale ,
bag of meat , lying bag of meat View Transcript Transcript Boss: I need you to come with me on
a sales trip, but don't talk to the customer. Thursday November 02, Tags Dilbert , Dogbert ,

mysteries , china , great wall of china , armies , engineering , flop View Transcript Transcript
Dilbert and Dogbert sit outdoors. Wednesday March 28, Tags Dilbert , engineering , newsletter ,
interesting , pathos , human , drama , Dogbert , tissues View Transcript Transcript Dilbert sits at
his desk. Saturday July 07, Tags certification in puppetry , degree in engineering , diploma and
bait shop , discrepancy , resume , ventriloquism View Transcript Transcript Boss: One of our
major investors found a discrepancy on your resume. Friday April 10, Tags Dilbert , company ,
person , brains , department , body , engineering , snot View Transcript Transcript A man says
to Dilbert, "Think of the company as a person. Top Dilbert Searches marketing , project , cloud ,
catbert , leadership , budget , birthday , engineer , time sheet , sales , wally , strategy , dogbert ,
powerpoint , project management , topper , leader , boss , change , meeting , data , management
, mordac. Laugh at 17 really funny engineering jokes. We did our best to bring you only the best
jokes about engineers. He bends over, picks up the frog, and puts it in his pocket. What more
do you want? Did you hear about the constipated engineer? He worked it out with a pencil. It
was a natural log. An engineer, a statistician, and a physicist are out hunting. They spot a buck,
and each take turn to try and bag it. The physicist goes first. He pulls out his lab book and
quickly calculates the trajectory of the bullet, assuming it is a perfect sphere in a vacuum. The
bullet falls 20m short of the deer. The engineer goes second. He pulls out his engineers pad and
book of projectile assumptions. The bullet lands 20m passed the deer. One afternoon, an
electrical engineering student was riding across campus on a shiny new bike. That sure is a
great bike. Where did you get it? Good move. A man in a hot air balloon realized he was lost. He
reduced altitude and spotted a woman below. You have risen to where you are due to a large
quantity of hot air. They were driving down a steep mountain road when suddenly the brakes on
their car failed. The car careened almost out of control down the road, bouncing off the crash
barriers, until it miraculously ground to a halt scraping along the mountainside. What were they
to do? A Mathematician, an engineer and a physicist were traveling through Scotland when they
saw a black sheep through the window of the train. Three guys go down to Vegas one night, get
drunk and wake up in jail. The first one is strapped in the electric chair and is asked if he has
any last words. The second one is strapped in and gives his last words. An engineer, a chemist
and a mathematician are staying in three adjoining rooms at an old motel. He smells the smoke,
wakes up, unplugs the coffee maker, throws it out the window, and goes back to sleep. Later
that night the chemist smells smoke too. He wakes up and sees that a cigarette butt has set the
trash can on fire. How does one put out a fire? One can reduce the temperature of the fuel
below the flash point; isolate the burning material from oxygen, or both. This could be
accomplished by applying water. The mathematician, of course, has been watching all this out
the window. So later, when he finds that his pipe ashes have set the bed sheet on fire, he is not
in the least taken aback. A solution exists! A lawyer and an engineer were fishing in the
Caribbean. The insurance company paid for everything. An engineer, a physicist, and an
accountant were being interviewed for a position as chief executive officer of a large
corporation. The physicist was interviewed next, and was asked the same questions. Before
answering the last question, he excused himself, made for the library, and did a great deal of
research. The accountant was interviewed last, and was asked the same questions. A chemist, a
physicist, and a chemical engineer are rafting down a river. They crash the raft onto the bank.
They have a supply of canned goods but no can opener. The physicist uses his glasses to focus
the sunlight to burn a hole in the can. Assume the can is open! What is the difference between
mechanical engineers and civil engineers? Mechanical engineers build weapons. Civil
engineers build targets. The scientist submerged the ball in water in a graduated cylinder and
measured the displaced volume. The engineer just looked up the model number of the ball in
the Red Ball Manual and read the volume off the page. An engineer died and reported to the
Pearly Gates. So the engineer was cast down to the gates of hell and was let in. Pretty soon, the
engineer became gravely dissatisfied with the level of comfort in hell, and began designing and
building improvements. After a while, the underworld had air conditioning, flush toilets, and
escalators, and the engineer was becoming a pretty popular guy among the demons. He should
never have been sent down there. Send him up here. And just where are
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you going to get a lawyer? Liked these engineer jokes? Then why not share them with your
friends? They would sure thank you for sharing these awesome engineering jokes. Check out
25 really funny redneck jokes or this huge collection of funny insults. You can also check out
the best of funny acronyms. Either way, you will have a blast laughing at our hilarious jokes.
Tags: Funny hilarious Jokes. Now that we have your attention, get our awesomely funny app

from Apple App Store for free. Get it because it's faster than the guy who's running to pee. Get it
because it has lots of funny jokes that will make you laugh. If these reasons aren't good enough
for you, get it because we're insecure and need your approval. Skip to content Hilarious Jokes
and Funny Pics. Table Of Contents. Follow Us On Pinterest Follow us on Pinterest and we will
love you with the unconditional love of a smelly dog. Free Stuff Now that we have your
attention, get our awesomely funny app from Apple App Store for free.

